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ABSTRACT 

CaOH and CaOD were studied in the gas phase using dye laser spectroscopy. 

The molecules were produced in a Broida-type oven. Laser excitation spectroscopy 

was used to study the B2E+-X2E+ transition of CaOD near 5500 A. The 000-000 band 

was rotationally analyzed and r0 structures were established for both states. Like 

other alkaline earth monohydroxides, CaOD is a linear molecule. For the B2£+ state 

the following bond lengths were found: r^ = 1.9697A and ro.H = 0.9179A, while 

for the state, rCl.0 = 1.9849 and ro_H = 0.9207A. 

Optical-optical double resonance (OODR) was used to investigate the upper 

electronic states of CaOH. A 2n electronic state and three 2E vibronic states were 

observed for the first time in the region 2990 - 3070 A. For the 2II state the 

rotational constant, B*, and the band origin energy, Tto were calculated: B" = 0.347 

cm"1 and T0 = 32360 cm'1. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Alkaline earth monohydroxides are found in a variety of environments. 

Calculations performed by Tsuji predict the presence of alkaline earth metals in the 

form of monohydroxides and dichlorides in the atmosphere of cool stars(l). Pesch 

observed a strong absorption band in the spectra of late-type M-dwarf stars which 

was tentatively assigned to the B2H+-X2E+ system of CaOH(2). The presence of 

alkaline earth and alkali monohydroxides have also been predicted in the interstellar 

medium, where it is proposed that the monohydroxides could be produced by the 

reaction of ionized elements with small oxide grain surfaces(3), or by ion-electron 

recombination(4). It has also been suggested that the upper atmosphere plays host 

to the formation of the alkali and alkaline earth monohydroxides(S) when metals and 

ions are released upon meteor ablation(6,7) or in artificial plasma clouds(8,9). 

Alkaline earth monohydroxides are also found in flames(10,ll). Goodings and 

Graham note the significant effect of alkali and alkaline earth metals on the natural 

flame ion chemistry(12). They found that metallic additives play a dominant role 

over the natural flame ions. It was Herschel, who first noted in 1823 the distinctive 

greenish and reddish emission when calcium salts were added to a flame(13). For 

many years, researchers knew that the emitter contained calcium, but the exact 

identification of the molecule was not known. King(14) and Mahanti(15) suggested 
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that the emission was from Caj, while Pearse and Gaydon attributed the spectra to 

gaseous calcium oxide(16). However it was later shown that the main contribution 

to the characteristic emission is the metal monohydroxide(MOH) molecule(ll). By 

noting the similarity between the isoelectronic molecule CaF, James and Sugden 

proposed that the intense portion of the spectra, near 5560-5470 A(B2E+ - X?£+) and 

6400-6000 A(A2n - X2!^), actually belonged to CaOH. The comparison of the MOH 

spectra with the corresponding monofluoride is useful because the OH" acts as a 

pseudohalide. Similar bands found in the Sr(ll) and Ba(17) spectra have been 

attributed to the corresponding monohydroxides. A shift in Ca(18), Sr and Ba(17) 

spectra were reported when the deuterium isotope was substituted for the hydrogen, 

substantiating James and Sugden's results. In analytical chemistry the understanding 

of flame absorption and emission is very important and therefore many flame 

experiments continue. 

Flame equilibrium experiments have also been used to study the dissociation 

energy(10,19-22) and the ionization potentials(23,24) of the alkaline earth 

monohydroxides. Murad reports the equilibrium measurements of the 

thermochemical properties of MgOH obtained using high temperature mass 

spectroscopy(25). Bauschlicher and Partridge extended their technique for computing 

dissociation energies of ionic diatomics to ionic triatomics and have predicted the 

dissociation energies for CaOH and LiOH(26). 

The reaction between the metal atom and water has also been of interest. 
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Matrix isolation techniques have been used to study several metal-water 

reactions(27). These experiments have been complemented by infrared matrix 

isolation techniques studying the interaction of the Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba with water. 

Kaufman and et al.(28) reported that the metals react with water to form a M..OH2 

adduct on cocondensation at 15K in excess argon. The presence of the adduct was 

determined by a red shift in the v2 bending mode of H20. A shift of 15 cm"1 for Mg 

and 30 cm"1 for Ca, Sr and Ba was observed. The formation of HMOH results from 

oxidative insertion caused by further photolysis. Under prolonged UV radiation, the 

H-M bond cleaves and the metal monohydroxide, MOH is left. In the case of Ca 

and Mg reaction between two metal atom and one water give the product HMOMH. 

Furthermore reaction between one Ca atom and two water molecules results in the 

formation of Ca(OH)2. Curtiss and Frurip(29) determined the structures of the 

molecules observed by Kauffman and coworkers(28). They reported ab initio 

molecular orbital calculations of M-OH2, HMOH and HMOMH for M = Be and 

Mg. 

Laser spectroscopy has also played an important role in understanding the 

alkaline earth monohydroxides. Harris and coworkers(30) successfully produced 

CaOH in a Broida oven(31). The A2n - X2E+ system of CaOH and CaOD has been 

studied using both low and high resolution laser spectroscopy by Hilborn et al.(32). 

The B2E+ - ~X?L+ system of CaOH in the region of 5530-5570 A has been rotationally 

analyzed by Bernath and Kinsey-Nielsen(33) using dye laser spectroscopy. 
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Additionally Bernath and Brazier fit the A-X and B-X system together, characterizing 

the states of CaOH more thoroughly(34). The corresponding systems of SrOH and 

BaOH have also been studied using high resolution laser spectroscopy(35-37). This 

thesis reports the rotational analysis of the 000-000 band of the B2£+ - X2E+ system 

of CaOD, and discusses the presence of highly excited electronic state of CaOH 

never before observed. 

The interest in alkaline earth monohydroxides continues. Besides the 

experiments mentioned here, studies of metal hydroxides using techniques such as 

flames(38), ion beams(39,40) and flowing afterglows(41) have all been published. 

The alkaline earth monohydroxides are very important molecules. The metal 

monohydroxide is isoelectronic with the metal monofluoride molecule(MF). Because 

MF is well understood(42-44) comparison between the two compounds gives insight 

into the structure of the MOH molecule. Furthermore MOH is a simple polyatomic 

and can be used as a model to understand more complicated metal containing 

molecules. 
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Method of Synthesis of CaOH and CaOD 
* 

The CaOH and CaOD molecules were produced in a Broida-type oven(31) 

by the reaction of Ca metal vapor and H202 or D20;2, respectively. It was found that 

the peroxide produced more of the desired product than H20/D20 in the reaction 

with the ground state (1S0)Ca vapor. The calcium is vaporized in an alumina crucible 

which is resistively heated to about 800°C. A flow of argon carries the Ca atoms 

from the crucible to the reaction region. The molecules are produced when the 

oxidant mixes with the metal atoms several centimeters above the crucible. In order 

to get a sufficient oxidant partial pressure inside of the oven, argon was bubbled 

through the peroxide. The pumping speed and the flow rate were adjusted to 

optimize the signal. The reaction of the Ca and the oxidant often produces 

electronically excited states which result in a chemiluminescent flame. A diagram of 

the Broida oven is in Figure 1. 

The Broida oven has been a successful source for optical spectroscopy of 

metal containing species(30,35,42). The chamber of the oven system is a stainless 

steel cross with six access ports, four on the sides, one on the top and bottom. The 

Broida oven is mounted on a stainless steel base plate and attached to the bottom 



Figure 1. 

A diagram of the Broida oven. The argon carries the Ca vapor from the alumina 

crucible to the reaction region. The oxidant mixes with the molecules to produce 

the molecules. A chemiluminescent flame is often seen, because the molecules are 

produced in excited electronic states. 
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port of the cross. Of the four side ports, a photomultiplier tube is mounted on one 

to collect total fluorescence, and another port is aligned with a monochromator. The 

remaining three ports contain quartz windows, either for viewing the reaction region 

or for sending the laser beam through the oven. The laser beam can be focussed 

into the oven either vertically or horizontally depending on the experiment. The 

quartz windows, through which the laser beam travels, are at Brewster's angle to 

reduce reflections and scattered light. 

2.2 High Resolution Laser Excitation Spectroscopy 

The B-X transition of the CaOD molecule was studied using high resolution 

laser excitation spectroscopy. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram for the experimental 

setup used . The 8W all lines output of a Coherent Innova 20 argon ion laser was 

used to pump a computer controlled Coherent 699-29 dye laser (1 MHz bandwidth). 

The laser beam was directed horizontally into the Broida oven and focussed in the 

flame. The laser beam was chopped at 1.5kHz by a mechanical chopper. Spectra 

were obtained by scanning the computer controlled ring dye laser while detecting the 

total fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube(PMT). A lock-in amplifier detected 

the modulated signal from the PMT, which was then sent to the computer interfaced 

with the laser. The wavemeter of the ring dye laser was calibrated by simultaneously 

recording an excitation spectrum of iodine vapor(45). The Apple II+ computer 

collected two channels of data: 1. total fluorescence and 2. iodine calibration signal. 



Figure 2. 

A block diagram of the experimental setup used to recorded the high resolution 

spectra of CaOD. 
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2.3 Optical-optical Double Resonance Spectroscopy 

The upper electronic states of CaOH were studied using optical-optical double 

resonance (OODR) spectroscopy. The OODR spectra were obtained using two cw 

dye lasers. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. The first laser, which 

populates a specific vibration-rotation level of the B-state from the ground state, was 

a computer controlled Coherent 699-29 ring dye laser(l MHz bandwidth). The 

second laser, which was used to scan the higher energy states, was a Coherent 599 

broadband dye laser operating with DCM or pyridine 2 dyes depending on the 

wavelength range desired. Both dye lasers were pumped by two separate argon ion 

lasers. A Coherent Innova 70-4 (6W) was used to pump the broadband dye laser and 

a Coherent Innova 20 (8W) was used to pump the single frequency ring dye laser. 

An iodine cell was used for frequency calibration of the 699-29 ring laser(45). Both 

lasers were directed into the oven horizontally, overlapped and focussed over the 

reaction region. For this experiment it is very important that the two laser beams 

coincide exactly in the reaction region. The position of the laser beams relative to 

one another was adjusted for the strongest signal. It was found that a single 

frequency laser must be use for first excitation step. Pumping the first step with a 

broadband laser proved unsuccessful. 

The spectrum was recorded by leaving the first laser fixed on a known v' and 

J' of the B2E+ state. The second laser was scanned over the range of the dye, exciting 

the higher energy levels. The total fluorescence was detected by a photomultiplier 



Figure 3. 

A schematic of the experimental setup used in the optical-optical double resonance 

experiments. 
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tube attached to a side port of the oven. The scanning laser was chopped at 1.5 kHz. 

The modulated signal was sent to the lock-in amplifier and recorded on a two pen 

strip chart recorder. After the second laser had passed through the oven the beam 

was sent to a monochromator to provide wavelength markers which were recorded 

simultaneously with the detected fluorescence. In order to isolate the UV portion 

of the fluorescence, a 7-55 UV(Corning) and 550nm(Corion) short wavelength pass 

filters were used; one to block out the pump laser and the other to allow only UV 

light to pass through. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The spectra of CaOH is well known because when calcium salts are added to 

flames, the reddish and greenish emission of CaOH is observed(ll,13). The red 

emission near 6220-6270 A belongs to the A2II-X2S+ system, while the green emission 

near 5550 A corresponds to the B2E+-X2E+ transition(ll). Hilborn et al.(32) 

rotationally analyzed the 000-000 band of the A2II-X2E+ transition for both CaOH 

and CaOD. Bernath and Kinsey-Nielsen(33) analyzed the B2E+-X2E+ transition of 

CaOH, while Bernath and Brazier(34) measured some additional A2II-X?E+ lines and 

fitted the A-X and B-X data together. 

The initial goal of our work was to investigate the highly excited electronic 

states of CaOH using the technique of optical-optical double resonance. During the 

course of our research many new vibronic states were found, making it was necessary 

to differentiate the origin bands from vibrationally excited bands by using isotopic 

substitution. While the rotational analysis for the 000-000 band of the B2E+-X2S+ 

transition of CaOH is complete(33), the corresponding CaOD transition had not 

been analyzed. Consequently it was necessary to record and analyze the high 

resolution spectrum of the green system of CaOD to aid in our optical-optical double 

resonance assignments. This chapter contains the rotational analysis of the 000-000 
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band of B2E+-X2E+ transition of CaOD, as well as r0 structures for both states. 

3.2 Experimental Details 

The CaOD was produced by the reaction of Ca metal vapor and D202 in a 

Broida-type oven. The total pressure in the oven was about 7 torr (mostly argon and 

a few millitorr D202). Pumping speed and oxidant flow were adjusted for maximum 

signal. A detailed description of the oven is found in Chapter 2. 

The D202 was made by deuteration of 30% H202. First the excess water was 

pumped off and then 99.9% D20 was added to the H202. After deuteration the 

mixture was concentrated by pumping off the excess water. This procedure was 

repeated several times. 

A computer controlled Coherent 699-29 ring dye laser pumped by a Coherent 

Innova 90 was used in the experiment. The dye laser was operated in the region of 

530-595 nm with rhodamine 110 dye. An outline of the experimental setup is in 

Chapter 2. The total fluorescence was collected by a photomultiplier and recorded 

by an Apple II+ computer interfaced with the ring laser system. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

The 000-000 band of the B2E+-X*£+ system of CaOD was rotationally 

analyzed. A 2E state always belongs to Hund's case (b) coupling(46). An angular 

momentum coupling diagram for a diatomic molecule is shown in Figure 4. 



Figure 4. 

The angular momentum coupling diagram for Hund's case (b). 



Hund's case (b) 
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Although CaOD is a triatomic molecule, this model is appropriate because CaOD 

is a linear. In Hund's case (b) the coupling of the spin, "S to the intemuclear axis 

is very weak(46,47). However orbital angular momentum, L is strongly coupled with 

the intemuclear axis. Since L is precessing quickly about the axis, it can be thought 

of as a vector directed along the axis with the magnitude A. For the B2E+ and X2S+ 

states of CaOH A = 0. The rotational angular momentum N is directed normal to 

the molecular axis. In the case where A = 0, the local magnetic field is dominated 

by molecular rotation and S precesses about J, the total angular momentum. The 

rotational energy levels can be approximated by: 

Era, = BvN(N+ 1) (1) 

where N = 0,1,2,... Spin-rotation coupling may then split each rotational level into 

spin components. The total angular momentum quantum number given by: 

J = N+S, N+S-1,....N-S (2) 

Since the 2E state belongs to Hund's case (b), the 2E - 2E transition has the 

selection rule AN = ±1. For a 2E state J is given by, J = N + and J = N - Vi. 

Therefore, except for N = 0, there are two spin components. Because of the 

selection rules J = 0, ±1, P and R branches and Q satellite lines are possible(46). 

Figure 5 shows the energy levels (including the splitting into spin components) and 



Figure 5. 

Energy level diagram for 2E+ - 2E+ transition. 
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the expected branches for a 2E+ - 2E+ transition. The Q satellite lines are not 

represented in Figure 5 because they are weak and were not observed. The 

measured CaOD lines are listed in Table I. 

A portion of the laser excitation spectrum of CaOD near the P, head of the 

000-000 band is shown in Fig. 6. Each 2E+ state has two spin componentsfF^e) and 

F2(f)] and therefore the 2E+-2E+ transition consists of four branches, P,, P2, and 

R2 at high N(46). The P branches form heads at 17991.828 cm*1 and 17994.554 cm"1, 

for the Ft and F2 spin components, respectively. Because the X and B state potential 

curves are very similar the band heads occur at very high N (N, =70 for Pj and N2 

= 66 for P2). The R branch region of the spectrum contains many vibrational 

sequence bands as well as the Ri and R2 branches of the 000-000 band. In order to 

analyze these sequence bands the technique of laser excitation filtered fluorescence 

must be used. 

The rotational lines of the P! and P2 branches were easy to pick out, but 

because of the many interfering lines present in the R branch region it was difficult 

to pick out the R branch rotational lines. The rotational assignments were made by 

first predicting the spectrum using an estimated band origin and molecular constants. 

The initial estimates were made using the previous work for CaOD(32) and 

CaOH(34). Then the band origin was changed until the positions of the P heads, as 

well as the pattern of the R rotational lines in the predicted spectrum matched the 

actual line positions. 



Table X. Measured line positions of the 000-000 band of the 62S+-X2S+ 

electronic transition of CaOD (in cm'1). 

N P1 
o-ca P, 

Z 
0-C R. 

1 
0-C R; Z 

0-i 

0 18014.491 1 
1 18013.290 2 18015 .096 2 18015 .192 -2 
2 18012.664 -7 18012 .738 5 18015 .701 -5 18015 .838 -9 
3 18012.063 0 10812 .183 17 18016 .325 -3 18016 .505 -4 
4 18011.462 -1 18011 .605 -1 18016 .964 6 18017.182 2 
5 18010.874 1 18011 .056 -1 18017 .598 1 18017 .864 3 
6 18010.290 -1 18010 .516 0 18018 .247 1 18018 .547 -2 
7 18009.721 2 18009 .982 -2 18018 .902 -1 18019 .225 -21 
8 18009.160 4 18009 .460 -1 18019 .570 0 18019 .954 0 
9 18008.604 2 18008 .950 3 18020 .246 1 18020 .669 -1 
10 18008.059 3 18008 .444 1 18020 .929 0 18021 .393 -1 
11 18007.515 -5 18007 .947 0 18021 .628 7 18022 .129 2 
12 18006.987 -6 18007 .459 -1 18022 .323 0 18022 .869 0 
13 18006.477 2 18006 .987 5 18023 .023 -10 18023 .619 -1 
14 18005.970 4 18006 .512 -2 18023 .757 4 18024 .384 4 
15 18005.467 1 18006 .056 2 18024 .477 -4 18025 .149 0 
16 18004.974 -1 18005 .605 1 18025 .216 -2 18025 .921 -5 
17 18004.493 0 18005 .162 0 18025 .974 11 18026 .712 -1 
18 18004.018 -2 18004 .730 0 18026 .712 -6 18027 .506 -2 
19 18003.556 0 18004 .306 -1 18027 .478 -3 18028 .305 -7 
20 18003.101 0 18003 .893 1 18028 .254 0 18029 .134 10 
21 18002.662 7 18003 .491 4 18029 .026 -8 18029 .949 4 
22 18002.219 1 18003 .093 2 18029 .820 -4 18030 .777 2 
23 18001.791 0 18002 .700 -3 18030 .620 -2 18031 .613 -1 
24 18001.371 -1 18002 .322 -4 18031 .434 4 18032 .458 -4 
25 18000.961 -2 18001 .954 -2 18032 .244 -1 18033 .319 0 
26 18000.549 -12 18001 .594 -3 18033 .070 1 18034 .190 7 
27 18000.170 0 18001 .248 2 18033 .899 -3 18035 .054 -2 
28 17999.789 1 18000 .909 5 18034 .742 -1 18035 .937 -2 
29 17999.411 -4 18000 .584 13 18035 .596 3 18036.831 1 
30 17999.048 -2 18000 .244 -3 18036.451 -1 18037 .729 1 
31 17998.696 1 17999 .932 0 18037 .317 -2 18038 .635 -1 
32 17998.348 -1 17999 .621 -6 18038 .203 8 18039 .550 -3 
33 17998.009 -2 17999 .329 0 18039 .080 0 18040 .489 11 
34 17997.685 2 17999 .043 1 18039 .974 1 18041.414 2 
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N P. 
I 

0-Ca P2 
0-C R1 

0-C R2 i 
0-i 

35 17997 .363 -1 17998. 764 1 18040.872 -2 18042. 353 0 
36 17997 .055 1 17998. 492 -2 18041.779 -5 18043. 301 -2 
37 17996 .751 -1 17998. 234 1 18042.699 -4 18044. 269 6 
38 17996 .459 -2 17997. 987 5 18043.628 -2 18045. 229 -1 
39 17996 .177 0 17997. 738 -1 18044.565 0 18046. 210 4 
40 17995 .905 2 17997. 503 -3 18045.511 2 18047. 190 0 
41 17995 .644 6 17997. 281 0 18046.444 -17 18048. 184 1 
42 17995 .387 6 17997. 062 -3 18047.436 15 18049. 180 -4 
43 17995 .136 1 17996. 857 -2 18048.393 3 18050. 192 -1 
44 17994 .898 2 17996. 661 0 18049.368 1 
45 17994 .666 -2 17996. 467 -5 18050.350 -2 
46 17994 .446 -1 17996. 292 0 18051.351 4 
47 17994 .236 0 17996. 123 1 18052.348 0 
48 17994 .030 -3 17995. 960 0 18053.359 1 
49" 17993 .835 -5 17995. 809 2 18054.376 -1 
50 17993 .654 -1 17995. 663 0 18055.387 -16 
51 17993 .478 -2 17995. 526 -2 
52 17993 .313 0 17995. 394 -7 
53 17993 .158 3 17995. 290 5 
54 17993 .009 3 17995. 161 -16 
55 17992 .867 0 17995. 080 3 
56 17992 .739 3 17994. 988 1 
57 17992 .613 -1 
58 17992 .503 3 
59 17992 .399 3 
60 17992 .299 -1 
61 17992 .210 -3 
62 17992 .135 0 
63 17992 .065 -1 
64 17992 .004 -1 

a  3 - 1  0-C corresponds to the observed minus calculated positions(in 10 cm ) 
using the spectroscopic constants in Table II. 



Figure 6 . 

High-resolution CaOD spectrum. This is a section of the laser excitation spectrum 

of the P, branch of the 000-000 band of the B2E+-X2£+ transition. The Pt branch 

forms a head at 17991.828 cm"1. 
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The lines were fit to the 2E energy level expression using a non-linear least-

squares program. The 2£ HamiItonian(48) can be written as 

A A A  A  A  / 0 \  
H = H. + H + H + Hrnt (3) 

cl so sr rot 

where the ftei is the electronic-vibrational Hamiltonian (not including the nuclear 

kinetic energy term). The spin-orbit part of the Hamiltonian is given by, 

= Air) £•§ (4) 

Spin-rotation interaction is, 

= yW N-S (5) 

And the rotational part of the Hamiltonian is defined by, 

Hr„ = B^R2 - D(r)lt (6) 

where 

R = J - L - S (7) 

The Hund's case (a) basis functions were used to derive matrix elements of 

the standard 2E Hamiltonian used in this analysis. It is more difficult to obtain the 
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matrix elements of the 2E Hamiltonian in (3) with the case (b) basis functions. The 

case (a) basis functions are defined by 

nvASE ) I QJ > = I /tvASEQJ ) (8) 

where n represents the electronic quantum number, v is the vibrational quantum 

number, E = S, S-l,...-S and II = A + E(48,49). The two basis for a 2£ state are 

represented by the following, 

| n, v, A=0, E = ± L Q=±I J ) 
2 2 2 

(9) 

In this basis, the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian matrix can be written as 

1 t i \ 
T + B2 - D{Xa+X2) - -y BX - 2DX3 - -yX 

2 2 

BX - 2DX3 - iy* T + BX2 - B(X4+X2) - iy 

(10) 

where X = J + The Hamiltonian matrix elements used for a 2U+ state in case 

(a) parity basis set is in Table II. 



Table II. Hamiltonian matrix elements for a 2h+ state in case (a) 
parity basis set. 

T el 

/ 1 

7 e +0.5(J-0.5) 

/ -0.5(J +1.5) 

B e (J+0,5)(J-0.5) 

/ (J+0.5) (J+1.5) 

yD e +0.5(J-0.5)2(J+0.5) 

/ -0.5(J + 1.5)2(J+0.5) 

D e -[(J+0.5)(J-0.5)]2 

/ -[(J+0.5) (J+1.5)]2 

7„ e +0.5(J-0.5)3(J+0.5)2 

f -0.5(3 + 1.5)3(J+0.5)2 

H t? [(J+0.5)(J-1.5)J3 

/ [(J+0.5)(J+1.5)]3 

7l e +0.5(J-0.5)4(J+0.5)3 

/ -0.5(J+0.5)'(J+0.5)3 
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The 2x2 matrix(eqn 10) is diagonalized by the parity transformation(48): 

•12 

|n,vA=0,S=4,E=|,Q=ir/±) = 
2 2 2 ^ 

|»,vA=0,S=42=4,Q=^±|«,V^=0,S=^,S = -^Q=-^ 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

The upper/lower sign, ± corresponds to f/e parity(50). 

The observed transition wavenumbers were fit to the Hamiltonian. Only y'-y" 

is well determined, therefore for the final fit 7" was fixed to the value obtained using 

the isotopic relationship: 

Icon - W ^ <12> 
DCaOU 

BC,OH and 7CLOH were taken from the results of Bernath and Brazier(34). The 

molecular constants from the final fit are presented in Table III. 

The accuracy of eqn. (12) can be checked by substituting the Y'C,OD from this 

work into eqn. (12), and predicting the 7'c«oh value(-0.043640 cm"1). This value is 

identical, within experimental error, to the results from Bernath and Brazier 

(-0.043615(46) cm"1)(34). The ground state constants are in reasonable agreement 

with those of Hilborn, Qingshi and Harris(32). 

CaOH and CaOD are linear. Using the relationship between the moment of 

inertia and the bond lengths of a linear molecule, 
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Table III. Molecular constants for CaOD B2E+ and X?E+ 

states (in cm"1). 

Parameter* X2£+ B2E+ 

T0 0.0 18013.894(4) 

B0 0.303004(83) 0.307488(85) 

D0 3.016(25) x 10"7 3.156(26) x 10*7 

7o 0.001006b -0.039536(13) 

* One cr uncertainty in parentheses. 

b Fixed to the value calculated from the isotopic relationship (see 

text). 
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/ = -(m,m 2 12 m1m3, A »»2m3r23) (13) 

the r0 structures for CaOH in both the B2E+ and X2E+ states were determined. The 

moments of inertia for CaOD are calculated from the B values of Table III, while 

the corresponding data for CaOH was taken from the work of Bernath and 

Brazier(34). The results are presented in Table IV. The bond lengths of the B2E+ 

state are shorter than in the X2E+ state which suggests that the non-bonding valence 

electron has slight anti-bonding character in the ground state. 

For the X2E+ state the Ca-O bond length(1.985A) agrees with the value of 

Hilbom et al.(32), but the ground state O-H bond length(0.921 A) is different than 

their value (0.901 A). This difference reflects the slightly different B values used in 

our analysis, and we note that r0 structures for hydrogen atom positions are 

notoriously unreliable. However, the O-H bond length obtained in this work 

compares quite well with the O-H bond lengths found in the other alkaline earth 

monohydroxides. The known bond lengths of the ground states of the alkaline earth 

hydroxides are provided in Table V for comparison purposes. 



Table IV. Bond lengths in CaOH and CaOD (in A). 

Bond length X2E+ B2£+ 

r0(Ca-O) 1.9849 1.9697 

r0(O-H) 0.9207 0.9179 



Table V. Ground state bond lengths for the alkaline earth 

monohydroxides (in A). 

Bond 
Length MgOH" CaOHb SrOHc BaOHd 

r0(M-O) 1.770 1.984 2.111 2.201 

r0(O-H) 0.912 0.921 0.922 0.923 

" Reference 51. 

b This work. 

c Reference 52. 

d Reference 37. 
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OPTICAL-OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE OF CaOH 

4.1 Introduction 

Optical-optical double resonance (OODR) has proved to be a useful tool in 

the analysis of the upper electronic states of several diatomic molecules, such as 

CaCl(53), CaF(54,55) and BaO(56,57). Several OODR experiments on atoms have 

also been published(58-61). In conventional excitation spectroscopy the wavelength 

range of a laser system is limited, and higher energy states (> 2.5 eV) cannot be 

populated with cw lasers. In optical-optical double resonance excitation spectroscopy 

the range of the individual dye laser is extended by using two lasers simultaneously. 

Not only is OODR a suitable technique when the transition cannot be conveniently 

excited in a single step, but OODR can also be a useful tool when the direct UV 

transition is weak. For example, using OODR the E'2II state of CaF was observed 

for the first time(54). The direct E# - X transition had probably not been seen 

before because of veiy weak oscillator strength. By using a intermediate state, the 

unfavorable direct transition was avoided. 

A general description of OODR is a two step process where two photons of 

different frequencies are used to excite the molecule. The first laser populates a real 

intermediate state of the molecule, (v', J'), from the ground state, (v", J"). A second 
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laser connects the intermediate state to a level of the final state (v*, J"). If the 

intermediate state is well characterized, the final state can also be assigned. OODR 

is different from 2-photon spectroscopy in that the intermediate state in 2-photon 

spectroscopy is a virtual state(62-65). 

Figure 7 is a diagram of the energy levels involved in OODR, and illustrates 

the difference between conventional excitation and OODR spectroscopy. An OODR 

excitation spectrum is obtained by scanning the frequency of a second laser while 

simultaneously, detecting the fluorescence from the final state to the ground state. 

The laser that pumps the first transition is held at a constant frequency. The double 

resonance signal is isolated from the fluorescence of the single dye lasers by placing 

filters which absorb the visible wavelength, but allow the UV radiation to pass 

through. 

J.V. Ortiz predicted excited states for CaOH, as well as CaF, obtained from 

electron propagator calculations(66). There were several electronic states calculated 

for CaOH whose energy is greater than 2.5eV. The higher energy states have not 

been previously observed. The intermediate states of CaOH are well 

characterized(32-34) and therefore the higher energy states were candidates for 

OODR spectroscopy. 

In the present experiment optical-optical double resonance spectra of CaOH 

and CaOD have been recorded using two cw visible wavelength lasers. A tunable 

single frequency dye laser(530-595nm) was used to excite individual rotational 



Figure 7. 

Diagram of the energy levels involved in optical-optical double resonance 

spectroscopy. The difference between the fluorescence detected in conventional vs. 

OODR spectroscopy is illustrated. 
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transitions of the B2E+ state. The analyses of the B-X transition of Bernath and 

Kinsey-Nielson(33) and the results from Chapter 3 were used to assign the 

intermediate (B2S+) rotational levels of CaOH and CaOD, respectively. A 

broadband tunable(610-710 and 680-730nm) cw dye laser was used to excite the 

transitions from the optically pumped B2E+ state to the unknown, higher energy 

electronic states. 

Optical-optical double resonance has several advantages over conventional 

laser excitation spectroscopy. Besides the extended energy coverage, OODR is state 

selective in nature. In OODR the first laser excites a particular state, (v', J'), of the 

molecule, which in turn assists in the assignment of the final state. The transitions 

which occur must be allowed, that is the usual selection rules hold true for each step. 

OODR allows the vibrational/rotational level of the intermediate state to be 

selected, and because the subsequent transitions follow the selection rules, it is 

possible to determine electronic symmetry of the upper states. In conventional 

spectroscopy however, transitions from many rotational and vibrational levels are 

involved. 

4.2 Experimental Details 

CaOH was produced by the reaction of Ca metal vapor and H202 in a 

Broida-type oven. (See Chapter 2 for details.) To make the CaOD the H202 was 

substituted with D202. The method of production of D202 is outlined in Chapter 3. 
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To increase the vapor pressure of the oxidant, argon was bubbled through the 

H202/D202. Argon was used as the carrier gas and the total pressure inside the oven 

was 1-4 torr (mostly argon). The experimental conditions were optimized for the 

strongest signal. To obtain the OODR spectrum two visible wavelength cw dye 

lasers were used. Individual rotational transitions of the CaOH/CaOD B-X band 

system were excited using a single frequency cw Coherent 699-29 dye laser(l MHz 

bandwidth)was operated with rhodamine 110 (530-595nm) dye. The analysis of the 

B-X transition of CaOH(33) and the analysis of CaOD(Chapter 3) were used to 

assign the rotational lines of the intermediate level. The second laser, a Coherent 

599 dye laser, was scanned from 680-730nm for pyridine 2 dye and 610-710nm for 

DCM dye, depending on the spectral region of interest. Along with the oven 

conditions, the spatial overlap of the two laser beams over the reaction region were 

adjusted to optimize the signal. Both a Corning 7-55 UV filter and a Corion 550nm 

short wavelength pass filter were used to isolate the UV signal. The undispersed UV 

fluorescence was detected by a photomultiplier tube attached to the side of the oven. 

The OODR fluorescence was recorded on a two pen strip chart recorder as the 

second dye laser was scanned. A 2/3 meter monochromator was used for frequency 

calibration. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The OODR excitation spectrum of CaOH reveal a 2n electronic state around 
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32650 cm"1 and three 2£ vibronic states farther to the blue (near 32960, 33180 and 

33383 cm"1). Spectra of CaOD were also taken in the same region. Comparison of 

the excitation spectra of the two isotopes helped to distinguish between new 

electronic states and vibronic states. The electronic state near 32650 cm"1 

experienced no shift in energy when D202 was substituted as the oxidant. The three 

remaining states shifted to the red (50 - 70 cm"1) in the CaOD spectra as compared 

to the CaOH, implying that they are vibronic states. Furthermore, the state around 

33180 cm'1 observed in the CaOH spectra did not have a corresponding state in the 

CaOD spectra. 

The selection rules were used to determine the quantum numbers and 

symmetry properties of the observed states(46). There are some selection rules 

which hold true for both Hund's case (a) as well as case (b). The quantum number 

A follow the selection rule, AA = 0, ± 1. That is, since our intermediate state is E, 

the higher energy state must either be E (AA = 0) or II (AA = +1). Furthermore, 

since the intermediate state has E+ symmetry, it can combine only with E+ or II 

states. The spin quantum number, S follows the selection rule, AS - 0. That is, the 

two states involved in the transition must have the same multiplicity. Since the 

intermediate state is 2E the upper state must also be of doublet multiplicity. 

In the spectrum a set of P and R branches are observed near 32960,33180 and 

33383 cm*1 for CaOH. Figure 8 shows a portion of the spectrum recorded while 

Ri(13) of the B - X transition was optically pumped for the first step and a DCM dye 



Figure 8. 

Optical-optical double resonance spectrum of CaOH containing 2E+ vibronic states. 

In this section of the spectra the Ri(13) transition of the B2£+-X2£+ system was 

excited in the first step and the higher energy states were scanned with a DCM laser. 

Two sets of P and R lines are seen near 33180 and 32960 cm"1. 
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laser was scanned for the second step. The spectrum shown contains the rotational 

structure near 33180 and 32960 cm"1. For a 2E - 2E transition, the predicted spectrum 

would have doublet P and R branches(see chapter 3). This pattern is observed in 

the recorded spectrum. Doublets are not seen because only one spin 

components[F,(e) or F2(f)] was excited by the first laser. Figure 9 illustrates the 

expected transitions for a 2S+ - 2E+ system when R2(13) is being pumped in the first 

step. Keeping in mind all of the selection rules and the band structure observed, it 

was determined that the three vibronic states have 2E+ symmetry. 

The fourth state recorded near 32650 cm"1 has three branches, one P, one R 

and one Q branch as seen in Figure 10. The excitation spectrum of CaOH shown 

was obtained while pumping R2(13) of the B-X transition and scanning the DCM dye 

laser. The observed band structure matches that for a II - £ transition. According 

to the selection rules for A and S, 2IL electronic symmetry of the higher energy state 

is possible. While a 2E state is always Hund's case (b), a 2n state can either be 

Hund's case (a), case (b) or some intermediate case(46). Hund's case (b) is 

characterized by a very small splitting between 2n1/2 and 2Um components. In the 

observed spectrum there was no apparent splitting into doublets and therefore the 

2n state was confirmed as Hund's case (b). The selection rules are 

AN = 0, ±1, 

AJ = 0, ±1 

as well as, 



Figure 9. 

Levels of a 2E+ upper state of CaOH that can be excited when pumping R2(13) of 

the B2E+-X2£+ system. 
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Figure 10. 

Spectrum of high energy 2n electronic state of CaOH taken using optical-optical 

double resonance spectroscopy. Shown are R, Q and P lines observed near 32650 

cm"1 when the R2(13) transition of the B2E+-X2i;+ system is optically pumped. The 

other lines in the spectrum are due to the accidental excitation of vibrational levels 

other than v = 0 by the first laser. 
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e ** f 

The expected transitions for a 2n(b) - 2E+ system are shown in Figure 11. The 

spectrum contains Plt Rls Qt and P2, R2> and Q2. The levels of CaOH that can 

beexcited by pumping only one spin component, R2(13) with a 2II(b) upper electronic 

state are shown in Figure 12. Both of the spin components are not observed 

because only one component of the B2£* state is being excited. There were no single 

resonance BZE+-X2E+' lines visible in any of the spectra because of the UV-passing, 

visible absorbing filters used. 

The lines measured for the 2E+ vibronic states are contained in Table VI. The 

rotational constant, B*, was calculated for each state from the consecutive R(J') -

P(J') separations. The equations for the four main branches are, 

R^N) = v0 + F[ (N + 1) - /f(W) (14) 

RJM = v0 + % (N + 1) - F2(N) (15) 

Pt(N) = v0 + F{ (N - 1) - JsftAO (16) 

P2(N) = v0 + F[ (N - 1) - (17) 

The rotational term values, F,(N) and F2(N) are defined as, 

F,(JV) = BJXN + 1) + ~Y N (18) 



Figure 11. 

Diagram of the expected lines for a 2II(b) - 2S+ transition. 
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Figure 12. 

Illustration of the levels of a 2n high energy state that are excited in OODR when 

the R2(13) line of the B2E+-X2S+ system is excited in the first step. 
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Table VI. Measured line positions of the higher 
states of CaOH (in cm"1). 

State R(14) Q(14) P(14) 

33393.9 33374.9 FT 
33394.9 33373.5 F2 

33190.1 33170.8 F, 
33191.1 33169.6 F2 

32964.6 32944.3 FI 
32964.7 32944.3 F2 

32653.8 32642.5 32632.8 FI 
32655.9 32646.7 32636.5 F2 



F2(N) = BvN(N + 1) - + 1) (!9) 
J* 

where F,(N) refers to N = J + xh and F2(N) refers to N = J - xh. The combination 

differences are formed between Pj and or P2 and R2. From eqns 14-19 it follows, 

J?,(W) - P,(N) = 4fl„(W + i) + Y = A2F,(N) (20) 
Zr 

Rjm - P2m = 4fl„<w + I) - Y = A2F2(W) (21) 

The subscript 2 in A2 refers to the upper state. The AZF(N) terms disregard the 

terms containing D„. If no perturbations are present, the value of B* can be 

calculated by using the mean value of A2F! and A2F2, without knowing 7(46). 

|[A2F,(W) + A2F2m = 4S„(W + -i) + ... (22) 

Once B* was obtained, T0 was calculated for the 2£+ states. The energy of the 

transition from the B2E+ to the higher energy state was measured directly from the 

spectra (will be referred to as Em). From the non-linear least squares fit performed 

on the B2E+ - X2£+ system, the energy of the transition which is being optically 

pumped, Ep, in the first step can be accurately determined. The rotational energy 

levels of a 2£ state can be written as follows, 
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Eros = BN{N +1) (23) 

The value for N was determined by the selection rules for AN. Therefore from the 

line measured from the spectra (in cm"1), the energy of the B2E+ - X2!)* transition 

and eqn 23, T0 for the excited states can be approximated by, 

W = (E„ - Ee> ~ E,o, <24> 

Table VII contains the values for B" and T0. 

For a 2II - 2E transition A-type doubling can produce a difference between the 

upper states of Qt and Q2 branches and the Pt, P2 and Rh R2 branches. This 

difference is known as a combination defect, e can be shown by the relations, 

R(J) - Q(J) = Q(J+1) - P(J+1) + e - A jF^J) (25) 

R(J) - Q(J+1) = Q(J) - P(J+l) + e ~ A ̂ "(J) (26) 

The equations hold for each individual spin component. If the A-type doubling is 

large, the constant B cannot be accurately determined using AjF. However for most 

non-hydrides e is small and B can be determined using A2F, To determine B* and 

T0 for the 2n electronic state, the method previously described for the B2E+-X2E+ 

transition was used. The rotational constant was determined by using R(N) -P(N) 

separations(eqn. 22). T0 was determined for the 2II state using eqn. 24. Table VII 
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Table VII. The term energies and rotational constants for higher energy 
states of CaOH and CaOD determined by OODR spectroscopy 
(in cm"1), 

CaOH CaOD 

State B T0 B T0 

2S + 0.348 33371.2 0.318 33301.9 
2S+ 0.352 33167.3 — — 

2S+ 0.352 32941.3 0.324 32895.8 

2n 0.347 32630.2 0.327 32628.3 
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lists the B and T0 values for the 2n state for both CaOH and CaOD derived from the 

measured line positions(Table VI). 

The 2S+ vibronic states were difficult to interpret. They appear to be 

combination bands of the vibrational frequencies of CaOH shown in Table VIII(32). 

There were no apparent matches. The assignment of the 2U electronic state was 

more successful. To assign the 2n state, the results from this experiment were 

compared with the predictions from J.V. Ortiz(66). Before the comparison, however, 

the values calculated were empirically adjusted. Along with CaOH, Ortiz reports the 

upper electronic states for CaF, which are experimentally known. The predicted 

values of CaF were compared with the experimental values of CaF to determine a 

correction ratio. This ratio was then multiplied by the predicted values for CaOH 

to give an experimentally "corrected" predicted value. 

CaOHcorrecled -
CaF. calc 

(27) 

By comparing the "new" predicted value to the experimental results, the CaOH 

electronic state observed would correspond to the G2n state of Ortiz(66) or the E'2n 

state of CaF observed by Bernath(42). Table IX contains the electronic states 

observed for CaF(67) as well as those seen for CaOH. Since CaOH and CaF are 

isoelectronic, similar states of CaOH would be expected of those observed by CaF. 

Optical-optical double resonance is a very useful technique when exploring for the 



Table VIII. Ground state vibrational frequencies for CaOH 
(in cm"1). 

^(M-O) v2(M-0-H) i>3( O-H) 

606(1) 339(1) -3600 



Table IX. Electronic states observed and predicted for CaF and CaOH (in cm 

CaF 
predicted* 

CaF 
observedb 

CaOH 
predicted* 

CaOH 
corrected 

CaOH 
observed 

State T0 T0 T0 T0 T0 

2A 35190 32780 

2E 36330 31980 

F2!! [37548] 

E,2n 33430 34477.413 31250 32230 32630.2" 

E2E+ 33450 34171.218 29860 30500 

D2E+ [30722] 

c2n 31980 30215.70 30010 28360 

C'2E+ 28780 30157 26500 27765 

B'2A 24410 21530.8C 24370 21490 

B2E+ 18950 18833.139 17950 17850 18022.2686 

15950 16529.689 15160 15720 15998.128° 

X2E+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1 Refcrcncc 66. 

b Reference 67. 

c Reference 68. 

d This work. 

° Reference 34. 
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higher energy states of molecules, such as CaOH. With a wide selection of 

wavelength coverage of current dyes, the possibility a observing more of the upper 

electronic states is favorable. 



CONCLUSION 
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The high resolution spectrum of the 000-000 band of the B2£+ - X2£+ system 

of CaOD was recorded using dye laser spectroscopy. The rotational constants were 

determined, and r0 structures were established for both states. The results were 

compared with the other alkaline eargh monohydroxides. 

A new high energy 2II electronic state was observed for CaOH near 32650 cm"1 

using optical-optical double resonance spectroscopy. The rotational constant and 

term energy were determined for the 2II state. OODR proved to be a successful 

technique for exploring high energy states. 
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